
Pistes de correction pour l’expression écrite n°1 / The Jobs the Employers 
cannot Fill 

What would make your first job « attractive » to you? Illustrate and justify in details 
(200 mots +/- 10%) 

IL s’agira ici pour le candidat de démontrer sa capacité à rédiger un paragraphe structuré et illustré. 
L’intitulé de la question invite le candidat à explorer plusieurs pistes éventuellement en tenant compte 
de la spécificit‘ éfirst job’ 

 

Eléments de réponses :   

→A first job might be attractive to me  if the salary is high enough regarding the tasks granted to me. 
Indeed I might not apply for a job I would consider underpaid, especially if the job itself is thankless. I 
could refer to menial jobs or unskilled jobs for which employees are paid a low wage. 

I could accept a back breaking job as a part time job or a student job  but not for my entire lifetime 
and that is the reason why I have chosen to study. 

→My first job would be attractive to me if it corresponds to my qualifications and diplomas. I would 
be blooming and fully invested as long as I could show the skills I have acquired and have the feeling 
of being useful, for example I aim at using the skills I have acquired during my training courses … 

→An attractive job, in my opinion, is a job in a company where you can have motivating objectives 
and goals to reach. In other words, I would like my first job to be an everyday challenge…..Moreover 
I would like to have solid career prospects … An attractive first job to me would a fulfilling position 
with a way to expand my skills / knowledge with potentials (and bounce to another one whether 
staying in the same company or moving to competition - job-hopping). 

→I believe a job is attractive if it is related to a permanent contract. Indeed in time of economic crisis 
and inflation, it is always better to have a stable job since it provides a feeling of security…. 

→My first job would be attractive to me providing I still had time for my private life. Indeed I am 
industrious and hard working, yet I need time for myself for instance to do sport , to go out. It would 
be attractive to me if the company allowed flexible hours and everybody could manage their time as 
they wish and according to their own personal rhythm and personal constraints (commuting, car-
sharing, kindergarten, …). 

→I would like to start with a job in a local company that is not too far away from home because I am 
not ready to leave the family nest and I am not sure I could afford a flat by myself …. 


